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“ Startups worth your time.”
– Nasdaq.com

 
 

“The future of spirits” 
– Food & Beverage Magazine 

 
 
 

“a disruptive approach to brand building”
 – YahooFinance.com

 
 
 

“could be worth...billions“
 – Nyweekly.com

 
 
 



In 2021, extended government Covid-19 mandates shuttering bars & restaurants continued driving consumers
to their local liquor stores and online alcohol platforms for home drinking occasions - a trend that has
accelerated the online alcohol market.

According to Forbes, a quarter of global drinkers are now ordering online with growth of 65%
projected by 2025. Naturally, this trend has reinvigorated our strategic focus to build share of the estimated
$750B direct-to-home alcohol and gifting market with a marketing approach that could not be better timed. 

Operating Results. Despite several  industry headwinds from the Pandemic in 2021, we're excited to report
we grew across key metrics for our second consecutive year, increasing sales by 118%, registered platform
users by 94% and our investor base by 71%, compared to prior year. Notably, growth was achieved without
substantial advances in distribution or retail partnerships, underscoring our competitive direct-to-consumer 
 advantage.  (We talk more about our advantage starting on page 18 of this report.) 

How We Invested. In 2021, we invested to strengthen user experience, club amenities, product 
selection, and technology while serving largely organic sales from the community. Thanks to these
 investments, our envisioned technology platform is nearly complete and we believe we are ready
 to make an exciting transition from a development stage company to a sales focused organization,
 starting with our long-awaited - and potentially extraordinary - growth initiative, The Road To Greatness, 
presented at the end of this report.

At ONE ROQ, we believe in Ownership. Ownership in
who we are, what we do, how we think, and of course,
what we drink. We believe these values, accentuated by
our innovative business model, and the benefits that are
delivered through Membership, are the foundation of a
new paradigm destined to inspire  generations of today,
and those of tomorrow.

FROM THE FOUNDER

Thank you, Nasdaq.com for recognizing us as one of the most highly funded adult
beverage startups in the equity crowdfunding industry in 2021. Thank you, Ryan Pierre at
NyWeekly.com for the outstanding summary on our business vision. Thank you to our
over 5000 global investors for supporting and trusting our vision and process. 

 
We hope you enjoy this report and we look forward to talking with everyone soon.

 

Cheers, 
Garrett Green, Founder & CEO



 
Preliminary and unaudited performance metrics compared to our prior year.

These figures may change. The company's formal year of operations started March
2020, after the completion of the Company's initial funding round. 

 

NEW
INVESTORS

 71% ^
 

 SALES
 118%^ 

(Includes-alcohol, merchandise
and subscriptions)

 
 

Despite the Covid-19 Pandemic continuing to impart uneven effects in the adult
beverage industry last year, ONE ROQ increased its sales by 118%, registered platform

users by 94%,  and new investors by 71%. Carry Requests (submissions for bottle
placement at local bars & restaurants), were down 19% YOY as we pivoted to online

ordering as a primary sales channel  during the Pandemic and halted fulfillment
programs due to new item lock-ups by distributors and retailers.

 
 

REGISTERED 
MEMBERS

94% ^
(ONEROQClub.com platform users)

RAISED
 $627k

Before fees.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS



Technology / Platform Development
Due to ONE ROQ's stage, as well as the pace of investments
from our second equity crowdfunding campaign,  a majority of
cash invested was prioritized into continued technology
development of ONE ROQ’s SAAS-based, membership 
 platform, ONEROQClub.com; baseline overhead
expenditures; new inventories; and core marketing and
communication activities.

From those investments, the company built programming to
improve user experience of its desktop and mobile
applications, and significant native programming framework to
launch new digital Club amenities and privileges. Those
included: E-Votes (an electronic polling platform for company
initiatives); Spotlight (an intercommunity advertising and
user-generated content funnel); ONE ROQ Music (a
personalized music recommendation & publishing service that
finds and shares the newest releases before they go
mainstream), and ONE ROQ|Select (a premium add-on
privilege unlocking thousands of VIP hospitality, travel and
shopping rewards through an exclusive monthly paid program
available only to ONE ROQ Club Members).  

From a B2B perspective, we built a full backend “Agent” portal
for wholesalers enabling seamless Carry Request look up and
fulfillment.  We also built a new “Retailer” portal as part of
future plans to enable bars & restaurants the ability to sign up
for “direct” shipments in select states. Notably, this tool is set
to offer interested Members the ability to sign up their favorite
bars and restaurants in 2022, and get paid on every sale.

 

Materials shortages stemming from global supply chain
challenges included glass and corks. For example, in our
last run of the year our cork supplier, Tapi, was unable to
deliver our signature silver-tan corks, so we compromised
with black-tan. While we secured enough glass to meet
demands of 2021, our glass supplier indicated serious
shortages for 2022 unless we committed to secure supply.
In March of 21’, we bit the bullet and placed orders for
glass for our 2022 season. Ware and payment are
expected to come due in May/June of this year (2022).

Marketing & Advertising
Our paid marketing & advertising investments in 2021
were reduced moderately as a cautionary decision amid
uncertain market conditions. And in July, we turned off
paid advertising completely to observe the affects of the
IOS 14 Update (discussed in ‘Headwinds’). Despite these
reductions the company was able to continue to grow
sales, membership, investments and land several high
value media impressions through outlets such as
YahooFinance, NyWeekly, Nasdaq.com, St James House
and hundreds of syndicated business and beverage news
websites. We are looking forward to reactivating live
events, refreshing our brand assets, and launching exciting
digital campaigns to grow our brand exposure in 2022,
with the commencement of RTG. 

 

WHERE  WE  INVE ST ED  

Inventory
In 2021, we allocated investments towards inventory
production that supported sales growth and new product
launches.  During the year we were able to introduce not
one, but two of our seasonal flavors that included Dark
Chocolate Truffle and Magenta Raspberry, bringing the
entire portfolio of ONE ROQ to our Members just in time
for the Holiday season. These products were made
available exclusively through our direct to home ordering
portal. Additional inventories were produced to support
traditional wholesalers located in Michigan, Nevada,
Georgia and Texas 

Marketing
35.1%

Inventory
22.9%

R&D
21.6%

G&A
20.4%

$429k 
Total Operating

 Expenses



 ONEROQClub.com 



 
A LOOK BACK

ACHIEVEMENTS, MILESTONES & CLUB FEATURES WE
 BROUGHT ONLINE IN 2021 

 

 
 
 
 

The first half is always a bit sleepy in the industry but we were fast at work to

prepare for the upcoming year, and popular publications such as NYWeekly.com

took notice from our  successes in 2020 as an emerging adult beverage brand. 

 ONE ROQ earned a brilliant recognition from Chief Editor of

NYWeekly.com for innovation and though-leadership. A copy of this article

can be found by google searching ONE ROQ and NY Weekly. 

Shortly following this achievement, ONE ROQ was approached by the public

relations house to the British Royal Family where it was invited to partake in a

global event with Rolls Royce Motor company to celebrate  Queen Elizabeth’s II

95th Birthday. ONE ROQ Accepted invitation for this event that would take place

later in the year. 

In the second quarter ONE ROQ made headlines with the pre-launch of its

second limited release flavor, ONE ROQ Raspberry. Raspberry was

launched in the 3rd quarter for Members.

Q1/Q2



 ONEROQClub.com 



ONE ROQ Announces it will introduce new app technology in
2022 aimed at allowing Retailers to enroll for "Direct" and
automated orders of ONE ROQ in select states.

ONE ROQ Forms Collaboration with 1877 allowing Members to use
codes towards premier brands via ONEROQ | 1877 bottle store, part
of a beta to offer total alcohol shopping solution for Members.

ONE ROQ Launches E-Vote privilege to guide new Flavor in
2022

ONE ROQ Launches Spotlight to promote user generated
content and complimentary inter-community advertising.

ONE ROQ Announces Applications To Create Member Board 

ONE ROQ Discovers - and Welcomes - 5 Hip-hop artists and 1
Former Heavy Weight boxing champion to the Club.

ONE ROQ Activates in London with Rolls Royce & St James
House for event Celebrating Queen Elizabeth's II 95th
Birthday, the company's first public event since the Pandemic,
paying respect to our UK Members

ONE ROQ Is Recognized by NASDAQ.com as a highly funded
start up via the Crowd.

ONE ROQ Launches Pre-Order Holiday Campaign for all 3 Limited
Release Flavors

 

Q3



 ONEROQClub.com 



ONE ROQ Launches 18 Days of Discounts Campaign for Members for
Thanksgiving, offering access to Casamigos, Jack Daniels, Josh Wine, and
White Claw

ONE ROQ secures Exclusive After Party Sponsorship of celebrity boxing event
via Community wide investment rally, an event that would expose ONE ROQ
to millions of viewers via live stream 

ONE ROQ Launches the SELECT Partnership, creating extensive VIP rewards
through premium add-on.

The ONE ROQ | Select partnership is a unique alliance between two rewards-enabled
companies. Select currently boasts over 24,000 Members and over $6M in annual
revenues, and operates a global rewards network with participating bars, restaurants,
hotels and night clubs through its unique subscription. We partnered with Select to
bring the benefits of the Select card to our Members through an exclusive monthly
program you can't find anywhere else. We are looking forward to creating even more
synergies with this unique company in the future.

All ONE ROQ Flavors Land at Retailers November 17th and Begin Shipping to
Customers

ONE ROQ Launches ONE ROQ Music on New Years Eve

Music infuses creative, business and personal inspiration into our daily  lives.  We saw
a unique opportunity to develop ONE ROQ music as a new Member amenity that finds
the newest music hits in popular genres before they go mainstream, and pushes
them to our Members mobile devices for discovery and enjoyment. ONE ROQ music is
like your own personal DJ to discovers music you haven’t heard in genres that you
love. Love a track? Save to your favorites in your preferred music streaming app.

Q4



2021

PRESS & MEDIA
In 2021, ONE ROQ was recognized by New York Weekly, Yahoo Finance,  Bevnet.com,

Nasdaq.com and hundreds of online news outlets and journals.
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The Global Beverage Alcohol Market
generated $1.49T in retail volume in 2020
and is projected  to reach $1.68T by
2025. 

E-commerce alcohol has been catalyzed
by the Pandemic, with a quarter of global
drinkers now ordering online.  E-com
represented roughly 4% of off-premise
sales in 2021 with expected growth of
65% by 2025 according to Forbes.

Spirits represents just under 40% of the
overall market, with wine at 20%, and
beer around 40%.

The beverage alcohol market is the 2nd
largest market in the world, and believed
to be the last remaining consumer
category that will be disrupted by
technology. 

$1.49T 
 2020

 

Spirits 
40%

Beer
40%

Wine
20%

E-com
4%

 

$1.68T 
by 2025

 

THE MARKET
 Global Adult Drinks Market

 Global Adult Drinks 
 

Sources:  Forbes, Statistica.com , Discus.org,  IWSR 



Of  the $1.49+ in annual alcohol consumer spending, approximately 50%
of purchases are made through bars & restaurants, and the other 50%

are made through local stores for homes, gifting and events - equating to
an estimated $745B in annual spending per channel.

 
 

CONSUMPTION
 DATA

ONEROQClub.com 

 
$745B

Bars & Restaurants
(On-Premise)

 
$745B

Liquor Stores (Home)
(Off-Premise)

50% 50%



KEY TRENDS 

Online alc. has been accelerated by
the Pandemic

Online alc. expected to reach $42B by
2025 (6% market share)

Online alc. is the next - and last -
consumer market to be disrupted by
technology

 
 

Sources: Forbes, Robobank.com



 Online Alcohol platforms  are not
price competitive with retail 
+ and do little for consumers

beyond delivery.

PROBLEMS WITH
CURRENT PLATFORMS  

ONEROQClub.com 



The ONE ROQ Club Membership unlocks a
buyers advantage for online alcohol, value-

added rewards & experiences, and the
opportunity to grow investments in our

Company as you use & share the Club.
 
 

 
 

OUR SOLUTION



ONE ROQ Vodkas, 
Major Liquor, Wine.
Champagne, Mixers,

Hard Seltzers
 

ReserveBar
 

Mini Bar

US VS.THEM 

Drizly 
 

Wine.com
 

Delivery               Coverage                  Selection                Gifting                Perks/Rewards             Ownership

ONE ROQ
Club

2-5 Days 
+ Same Day

1-5 Days; 
Same Day 
Developing

2-5 Days 
 

2-5 Days 
 

2-5 Days 
 

Monthly Discounts
Event invites, 

Exclusive Content,
 Weekly Music, 
Luxury Prizes,

 Referral Rewards, 
Premium Upgrades

Periodic
 Promotions

Periodic
 Promotions

Periodic
 Promotions

 Periodic 
Promotions

Own the
platform, our

vodkas and grow
financial 

 investments 

No

No

No

No

Wine & 
Champagne

Liquor, Wine,
Beer, Mixers

 

 Liquor, Wine,
Mixers, Glassware

 

 Liquor, Wine,
Beer, Mixers

 

Leading Online Alcohol Platforms

30 States;
Intl. Developing

30 States 

30 States 

30 States 

30 States 

ONE ROQ Vodkas 
+ Announcement

 Coming Soon

WHY WE ARE A SUPERIOR ALCOHOL
DELIVERY PLATFORM



 
ONE ROQ is focused on building share of the premium, high-end vodka,

and general alcohol market, by offering a more financially advantageous -
and rewarding -  platform for home alcohol, gifting, and life events.

 
Through membership, we will deploy a powerful financial model to deliver

the lowest online alcohol prices;  an exclusive suite of lifestyle-
enhancing club privileges, and the opportunity to grow  financial

investments simply by using and sharing the club with others.
 

With the opportunity to  own your own alcohol delivery platform and
award-winning luxury vodka line, why would you buy another bottle of

alcohol, anywhere else?
 
 

OUR JEWEL

THE CLUB



ONE ROQ utilizes licensed wholesalers, retailers and 3rd party technology providers to process orders and
ship its products compliantly to households  in the US and abroad. Delivery Restrictions apply based on age

of customer and their location. Customer/Member Payments for alcohol products through
ONEROQClub.com are not handled or managed by ONE ROQ,.

Membership
ONEROQClub.com

Lowest
 Prices

Club
Amenities

Grow 
Investment

$24.99/mo :  Referrals Recieve 10% off  | Investors recieve 25% off Membership ($18.75/mo)

ONE ROQ
Vodkas

Total Beverage
Alcohol  Marketplace

(coming soon) Financial 
Offerings 

Events
Content 

Music 

 Luxury Prizes 

Reoccurring 
Income

 
 

Premium Add-Ons

Discounts 

e-Votes



OUR VODKA
 

Our  internationally award-winning line of super-premium vodkas  are
offered for preferred enjoyment through Club Membership.

 
The ONE ROQ label includes our Legacy (plain), and three signature, 
 seasonal release flavors  including: ONE ROQ Loganberry, ONE ROQ

Raspberry and Dark Chocolate Truffle.
 

Our vodka recipe holds a gold medal from the largest consumer-judged
tasting competition in the world,  and today we believe it continues to

exceed "the best" vodkas in the world in taste and quaility.
 

Order ONE ROQ online at ONEROQClub.com 25% Off 
Or become a Member and unlock as much as 50% Off

 

 
100% American Corn    Gluten Free   Sodium Free 

 Sulfite Free    Non-GMO   Vegan  Kosher

 



95 pts
 - Food & Beverage Magazine, 

Proof Podcast

"Best of the Best"
 - Robb Report

"Perfect Vodka"
 - NYWeekly.com 



MEMBER  
S POTL IGHTS

ONEROQClub.com 

Share your story of why you
joined ONE ROQ, and let us

share it with the world. 



MEMBER EVENTS
  We have a passion and talent for creating activations at some of the world's

most recognized sporting, art and musical venues, and extending access to
our Members.  While our  events have been reduced due to the challenges

of the Pandemic, we are eager to make a comeback!

Tribeca 2019 Hamptons  2019 Art Basel 2019

Long Island Autoshow 
 2019

X-Games Aspen  2020 Sundance 
Film Festival 2020

Strive for
Perfection, London

2021

NFL Legends Party
Super Bowl 2022

Tulum Escape 
Rufus Du Sol 2022



  C L U B
D E M O G R A P H I C S

 
T o t a l  M e m b e r s  :  5 , 1 4 3

C l u b  G r o w t h :  A v e  1 5 0 +  N e w  M e m b e r s
 M o n t h l y  d u r i n g  o f f e r i n g  p e r i o d s  s i n c e  ‘ 1 9

 
G e n d e r :   6 7 %  m a l e  /  3 3 %  f e m a l e

 

Age
 

12% 25-34
28% 35-44
39% 45-54

21% 54+
 
 
 

Ethnicity
 

35% White
23% Black

22% Latino
17% Asian 
5% Indian

3% Middle Eastern
 

Geography 
 

24% NYC
20% LA

11% Chicago0
18% ATL

17% Las Vegas
10% San Fran

 

Interests
 

25% Fine Dining
34% Music &

 Entertainment
41% Travel

 

Reasons for Joining
 

35% Investment
25% Perks

21% Product
19% Support of Company

ONE ROQ is exceeding its goal of  delivering
an inclusive brand experience desirable by

people from all walks of  society.
 

Our Members range from businessmen, to
recording artists, to teachers, medical
practitioners, financial professionals,

athletes,  military veterans, government,
retail, hospitality veterans, pastors and
more - all who share in an unwavering

desire...to succeed.



21'
5,000 Members

Important Member Engagement Stats
 

Purchases : average of  3-4 bottles  per year
 Referrals  average of 2-3x  per year 

Reinvestments per year:  2-3x  per year

20'
3700 Members

19'
2500 Members

5,000 Global Members and climbing

C L U B  G R O W T H  



A BETTER MODEL
ONE ROQ merges  the values and  systems of a Co-op, with the financial potential of a

traditional corporation - and we believe its the best of both worlds. 
 

Traditional 
Company

Co-Op

Us
Ownership concentrated in
single owner or small group. 

Consumers isolated as non-
equity subjects.

Reduced product costs /
perks for owners only

Financial returns reserved for
single owner or group with
large potential for returns.

•Ownership by
Members
(consumers)

•Reduced Costs &
Perks for
Members

•Financial returns
for Members

Exit Strategy

•Ownership by customers

•More importance on
reduced costs through
financial pooling / needs of
community

•Less importance on near
and long-term Financial
Returns for owners

IPOs/Exit Strategies rare



 About 10% of cooperatives fail after
the first year while 60-80% of

traditional businesses fail after the first
year. Cooperative businesses have
significantly lower failure rates than

traditional corporations after the first
and fifth year in business.

FACT

Resilience.org



Bigger Problems We're 
Also Solving...

Over the last 15 years, billions have been made by celebrities, bankers,
and ultra high net worth investors from the sale of luxury brands built
on the backs of consumers - who have received nothing in return.

Consumers play the most important role in brand building and thus
should be made part of the opportunity...so we created a brand where
consumers are able to become stakeholders and share in the company's
future financial success. Because its the right thing to do. 

Socio-Economic

Virtually all luxury alcohol brands deploy deceptive lifestyle
advertising as means to convince consumers they are receiving
social or financial gain from buying their brands. This
advertising shapes the reality-perception of young men and
women across the world at an early age, and imbeds ideologies
that we believe limit personal and professional potential.
 
ONE ROQ aims to offer a brand that allows people to celebrate their
successes and aspirations while also growing financial positions. We
believe bringing people into the fold transcends the idea of lifestyle and
offers a new standard for intelligent consumption.

Cultural 



ONEROQClub.com 

Well-known and illegal "pay to play" trade activity between wholesalers
and retailers, along with ongoing distributor consolidation (worsened by
the Pandemic) now has less than 5 national (US) distributors controlling
95% of  retail brand volume in most markets, making it increasingly
difficult for new entrants to gain access to the market.  This environment
is anti-competitive, stymieing supplier innovation, and  preventing
consumers from discovering new brands in the market.

ONE ROQ is building a model that does not rely on major distributors or
retailers to reach customers, or grow material share of the market.  Our
largely direct to home and member-based approach is our master plan to
fight the imbalances of the alcohol establishment.

Will you join our fight? 

Market Access



DATA 

Conclusions:  With ONE ROQ converting an estimated 4% of drinking audiences it exposes its brand
to, and 99% of the market yet to discover the brand, we believe ONE ROQ  is positioned for attractive
growth -- if it is able to continue to expand its advertising. 

 24-Month Trending 
Conversions 

Divides 5,000
Members 

with 123,000 
landing page visits

4%

15M Vodka 
Drinkers (US)

 
Page visits to date: 

123,000

Divides estimated 252M 
spirits drinkers (US) with
total page visits to date: 

123,000

.0004% 

 Exposure 
to Spirits Drinkers (US)

Total Spirits Drinkers (US): Statista.com

 Exposure 
to Global Alcoholic 

Drinks Market

Divides 123,000 visitors
with 2B alcohol drinkers

world wide

0.0000615%

Total Worldwide Alcohol Drinkers: WHO.Int

 
Exposure to 

Vodka Drinkers (US)

Divides  estimated 75M
US vodka drinkers  

with 123,000 
historical landing page

visitors
 

.001%
Total Spirits Drinkers (US): Statista.com

Discus.org
 

Source: Startengine.com

Market Exposure 

General Conversation Rate 

Out of the 123,000 people who have landed on
ONE ROQ’s website, 5,000 have joined ONE
ROQ Investment, representing a conversion
percentage of approximately 4%.  

In the advertising world, 1% conversions are
considered "successful.”

As we tighten our targeting, we believe even
stronger conversations are possible. 

Data Point 1

Data Point 2

The Opportunity is in the 



 
Of the $1.49T in annual alcohol consumer spending, approximately 50% of purchases are made through bars & restaurants,
and the other 50% are made through local stores for homes and gifting - equating to an estimated $745B in annual spending
per channel by consumers. The average volume per person is expected to amount to 39.34Liters  in 2022.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion:  Due to ONE ROQ’s direct-to-home advantage, we believe ONE ROQ has immense opportunity to grow share of
market by positioning itself as a more advantageous home provider of vodka (and general alcohol) by focusing its benefits on:
1. low to lowest online prices for online alcohol, 2. value-added rewards & amenities, and 3. opportunity to own and grow
financial investments through financial inclusion.

 

Comments:   ONE ROQ presently possesses a strategy (RTG) to build its membership and sales between 45k and 600k Members
and 30k and 400k case sales within the next 12-24 months. With at least 90% Member adoption of RTG by the end of Q2 2022,
the company expects to be able to develop an exit opportunity for investors within the next 12 to 24 months. 

Data Point 3 

Consumer Spending

Industry Acquisition Trends
A 12-year historical brand acquisition trend illustrates demand by major suppliers to acquire brands able to generate case sales of
30,000 cases or $10M in topline sales.  Acquisition multiples are observed ranging from 5x to 20x+ sales with acquisition candidacy
triggered historically at the 30-100k cases per annum in gross sales, or $10M in gross revenue.  

Data Point 4

This Historical Industry Acquisition chart is generated internally based on Company research.



 

HEADWINDS
Pandemic 

Supply Chain 

In 2021we dealt with minor delays in fulfillment time by our suppliers for ONE ROQ gift products, as
well as decreases in speeds from 3rd party shipping and freight forwarders which move our
materials and finished goods to distributors, retailers and end-users. We also experienced increased
costs in paper goods, glass, labels and corks; as well as a temporary shortages of glass and our tan
and silver corks that finish our bottles. 

In 2022, we are seeing recovery in materials supply but expect cost increases and less than
perfect  3rd party delivery to remain. We are already prepared with strategies to offset
increased costs without raising our retail prices, through our RTG Initiative, discussed later
in this report. 

Industry Consolidation. (Distributor & Retailers Use Pandemic to prioritize major brands.)

Two major mergers among four of the largest US distributors has further concentrated distribution
power, and thus,  access to retail. Less than 5 national wholesalers now control around 95% of the
brand volume in the US.  Further, the Pandemic gave distributors and retailers justification to reduce
new item intake, subsequently prioritizing sales quotas of major suppliers.

We saw distributors launch online ordering portals for their retail customers, displacing significant
portions of their field salesforces, the key component for new market introductions for retail.

Distributor consolidation and a reduction in field sales resources by distributors will bring
changes to ONE ROQ’s Carry Request / retail  program.

While we have marked consolidation as a headwind, we believe these market
transformations strengthens our direct-to-home business opportunity.  More discussed in
2022 Outlook | Road To Greatness 

Apple’s IOS 14 Update

In July of 2021, Apple corporation released the IOS 14 update to increase privacy to iPhone users.
With this update, around 97% of Iphone users opted out of app tracking, subsequently causing
significant reductions in efficacy of social media advertising platforms for advertisers. This event 
 caused us to turn off paid advertising in August of 2021 and begin developing counter strategies to
restore online advertising returns.

Due to the importance of ONE ROQ’s digital strategy, we believe IOS 14 has greater impact
on ONE ROQ’s performance than the Pandemic, as the company relies on profitable digital
sales funnels to allow for reinvestment into growth. Our Road To Greatness Initiative
presents a solution to offset all headwinds  - and thrive in 2022.

ONEROQClub.com 



Part III
2022 Outlook / Our Plan

 
 

So Far This Year.
Game-Changing Features

Headwinds 
Reaffirming Competitive Advantage

The Road To Greatness

 
 



2022 OUTLOOK 
Featuring The Road to Greatness

 

Updated Terminology to note
with Transition
 “Members,” are now
"Subscribers." “Investors” are now
“Shareholders” or “Owners. ”
Investors that are also
Subscribers are “Member-
Owners,” “Member-Investors” or
“Member-Shareholders.”

 
The turn of the year marked our
official transition from a “Invest to
Join” to “Subscribe to Join," part of a
naturally evolving competitive
strategy that we believe will define
the future of ONE ROQ. 

Like a real club, ONE ROQ
subscription is aimed at creating
monthly resources to deliver a
premium environment, support
club amenities, expand strategic
opportunities, and achieve financial
growth for investors. 

Subscription will also allow us to
become highly competitive against
other brands in both digital and
physical environments, by reducing
costs of products and services, and
add an attractive layer to company
value.



TULUM ESCAPE
Enhanced Referral Rewards Go Live

SUPER BOWL
Live Event Sponsorship 

At the end of January we accepted invitation
to become the Official Sponsor of the NFL

Alumni Legends Party with USA Today during
Super Bowl Weekend.  During the event, we

exposed the ONE ROQ brand and Club to over
1200 guests, athletes, celebrities and musical

artists, including Rob Gronkowski, Emmet
Smith, Flo Rida, Flava Flav, and more. Most

importantly, we have now made inroads with
USA Today, opening the doors to a plethora of

future event activation opportunities.  

In March, Member Thomas O'briant became
the first Member to win a luxury vacation

escape as part of our new enhanced Referral
Rewards.  Tom, who referred 6 new members
to subscription in less than 3 weeks, received
50% off last minute airfare to Tulum Mexico,
and private transfer from the Cancun airport
to his complimentary room at one of Tulum's
most exclusive hotels where complimentary
bottles of ONE ROQ and all access passes to

Rufus Du Sol Sundeam  concert awaited,. 

JOIN THE FIGHT
Micro Donations Launched

The unprovoked invasion on Ukraine by
Russia on February 24th instantly created a
worldwide boycott of Russian products and
services, including Russian vodka. As part of

an effort to support the Ukraine, our
community voted 9 to 1 to launch a voluntary  

donation program where a percentage of
proceeds from purchases of ONE ROQ

products can be automatically donated
annually to verified organizations assisting

humanitarian crisis in Ukraine and
surrounding countries - or causes important

to our Members.

So far this year. 



 ONEROQClub.com 



 

The Covid-19 Pandemic has increased
the barriers and costs to enter the US
and global retail market by an order of
magnitude. However, it has lowered the
barriers to enter and grow the
burgeoning e-commerce market
addressing $745B of global off-premise
(home) alcohol spending annually. 

With new technology integrations nearly
complete, we believe we are in position
to capture share of this market by
becoming a focused, web-enabled home
provider of premium alcohol, rewards
and financial opportunity.

As we know, ONE ROQ is a luxury vodka
brand, and while vodka remains one of
the most valuable categories in the adult
beverage industry, our single category
product limits our social discussions to
well, other vodka drinkers.

What if we could talk about the benefits of
Membership with anyone who drank alcohol,
expanding our addressable market, and increasing the
exposure and potential value of the ONE ROQ brand?

In coming weeks, we are about to announce two new
technology integrations that will allow just this. These
two enhancements include:

1.) Integrated Shopping 
Ordering and checkout will soon be integrated into the
ONEROQClub.com user experience instead of taking
place off site, reducing substantial friction in the
shopping experience.

2.) Total Beverage Marketplace Capability 
A new "Item Request” feature will soon allow Members
the ability to add and buy any major alcohol brand
through their ONE ROQ Club account - offering total
beverage marketplace capability spanning access to
thousands of spirits, wine, hard seltzer and
champagne brands, on request. 

CURRENT STAGE
New Features Hitting Soon

The lowest prices annually on the web for
premium vodka + general alcohol 
Suite of lifestyle-enhancing digital rewards and
amenities
Opportunity to own and grow financial
investments through SEC qualified offerings

Our New Subscription for 
 ONEROQClub.com will allow us to deliver

on these core benefits: 
 

 



Side by side. 
Reviewing side by side, ONE ROQ Club Member benefits offers consumers a stand out financial & lifestyle
advantage when purchasing alcohol for their home, or for others. That's because whether used weekly or
once a year, ownership + subscription together ensures investors that their equity will rise at a rate that
exceeds the value of their club purchases. 

In laymen’s terms, if you own the company you're buying goods & services from, every purchase you make
is in effect increasing the value of the company and therefore your ownership stake. This statement is true
due to the early growth stage of ONE ROQ and the higher than usual multiples in which brands in our
industry are valued when acquired.  

That being shared, ONEROQ's model is a radical and disruptive departure from competitive offerings in our
market, and delivered clearly, we believe ONE ROQ’s value proposition will result in continuous and
predictable member enrollment for the ONE ROQ brand.

Due to our model, the speed in which this happens is up to us as a community. And with RTG, it can start
today.

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Reviewing the beverage alcohol landscape, there is not one vodka brand or online
delivery platform that has built a rewards suite as ONE ROQ has. 
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ONE ROQ Vodkas 
+ Announcement

 Coming Soon

ONEROQClub.com 



Are you ready?
 
 



Immediate increases to company book value, and the value of your
investments. 
Attractive gains in company valuation within 9-18 months 
Immediate expansion of brand exposure through refreshed
advertising campaigns as a focused online provider of home
alcohol+rewards+financial opportunity
Improved consistency and quality in which we deliver member
rewards, perks and privileges. 
Allow us to create and maintain some of the most competitive home
delivered prices for alcohol available online 
A return to Live Events including  the hiring of a dedicated Events
Manager
A chance to increase your holdings through Offering III
Potential accelerated time schedule to target liquidity via IPO, brand
sale or alternative secondary market.
Preserve Equity & prevent potential future dilution events

The 
Our long-awaited Road to Greatness Initiative offers 2 Steps to overcome market headwinds 

Benefits to Look Forward to 
 

Benefits require at least 90% of the Membership
to participate in our 2-Steps to Greatness

ROAD TO 



Step 1. Become a Subscriber
 

In less than 5 minutes, and for less than the cost of 1 diner lunch every
month, you can ensure growth to the company and your investment by

becoming a paid Subscriber for $18.75 a month. 

 

To Subscribe, login to your Member dashboard at
ONEROQClub.com, and click the “Subscribe” tile. (Shareholders

receive 25% off Club Subscription.)
 

Subscription is billed monthly and cancellable at any time. Of
course, we hope you enroll with confidence and for at least one full

calendar year to maximize our results.
 

GREATNESS
and unleash accelerated growth to company equity over the next 9 to 18 months



Step 2. Refer 1 Member a Month
 

We’ve preached about the value of sharing the club from day 1 and many of you have contributed to
this effort bringing thousands of new members to our family, and in the process, driving increases to
the Company's valuation. 

Looking at the value of referring / sharing the club closer with vetted models will demonstrate just
how powerful referring is. Without question, sharing the club with others is the key to exploding in
growth, and realizing our highest and fastest exit potential. In fact we believe  subscribing + referring
is the “KO punch” that will take ONE ROQ Investors to the promise land.

Here is why.

With our latest move to Subscription, Members have now become the main value metric that creates
growth and valuation to the ONE ROQ Company. By sharing the financial advantage of the club to
fellow drinkers,  we have the power to unlock dramatic increases in value, and control our destiny. 

Check out these models and see what happens to our value when we all refer just 1 new member a
month – and when others we refer also do the same to their circles. 

 

We are here

12 Months

65,000 Members in 12 months
Estimated $100M to $250M Company
Market Valuation

Model 1
 

if every current Member refers 1 new
member a month for 12 months.
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640k Members in 7 months  
Estimated $500M $1B Company Market Valuation

Model 2
 

if every current Member refers 1 new member
a month and each new member refers 1 new

member a month, and so on. 
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Estimated Company Market Valuation: $100-250M

If the current membership participates in both Steps of RTG (i.e., Subscription + 1 New Member
Referral a month) these are the projected results:

 

Revenue Translations
12 month  projections based on variable rates of

 Road to Greatness adoption.

 
 

Projection 1  (corresponds with Referral Model 1)

 

If the current membership participates in both Steps of RTG and each new Member also refers 1 new
member a month, and so on, the growth of membership will compound monthly, and reach over 640k
Members in  7 months. 

Projection 2  (corresponds with Referral Model 2)

 

Estimated Company Market Valuation: $1.5 - $2B
 
 Financial Assumptions: Inputs used for each projections: members will spend $18.75/month for subscription (low end); 50% of membership will

buy/gift an average of 1 bottle per quarter at an average price of $32/bottle (4 bottles per year); 5% of Membership will enroll in ONE ROQ Select
subscription ($22/month); and annual product sale volumes combines ONE ROQ Vodka and 3rd party brands that Members are able to order
through the ONE ROQ Club online cabinet. We have also assumed an organic rate of Member growth resulting from scaled advertising activities.



By aggregating $18.75/month across the community, ONE ROQ is
able to create a financial pool (like an insurance company) that ONE
ROQ utilizes to pay down the cost of ONE ROQ products and services
and pass that savings onto Members. i.e., the lowest home delivered
prices for alcohol on the web.
 By using the company’s products and services, you are instantly
generating book and market value to the ONE ROQ Company. If you
own equity, it benefits accordingly.       

Based on historical exit trends in the market, should the company
succeed in achieving 250k to 500k club members (roughly 1% of the
total alcohol drinking population in the US alone), ONE ROQ’s financial
models currently suggest a potential exit value of $500M to $1B+ as
being possible. Assuming ONE ROQ achieves this goal, investing just
$100 in the current round has the potential of yielding a 20x return -
or $2,000  

 
 FAQs

 
How does spending $18.75/month reduce overall costs for the
members AND increase the value my investment at the same
time?

1.

2.

If I subscribe for $18.75 and become an investor for the minimum
of $100, is $100 enough to make a potential return on
investment? 



Summary of
RTG 

 
 

Drive attractive gains to company value / share
price

Unleash a omni channel marketing program that
will fire all touchpoints of the Club, reactivate
events, and scale membership

Heighten club experience & benefits

Preserve your equity and prevent potential
dilution events

 

Success & Benefits of RTG requires at least 90% of Membership
participate in at least Step 1 of ONE ROQ's 2-Step Plan. 



NEXT STEPS ?
Reg is ter  now for  our  L IVE  Event  &  Q&A w i th

Garre t t  Green  and  the  ONE ROQ Team

 

 

To  Reg i s ter ,  go  to  ONEROQClub.com/RTG

 

 
 
 



ONEROQClub.com 

RECENT 
ACQUISITIONS

 
Brands

Casamigos - $1B - 2020 by Diageo
Aviation Gin - $650M 2020 by Diageo

 
Technology Platforms

Drizly - $1B - 2020 by Uber
Reserve Bar - $ undisclosed - 2021 by Southern Wine & Spirits

Mini Bar - $ undisclosed - 2021 by ReserveBar.com 
 


